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Investor / Saver / Retired 

FCA cracking down on pensions advice 

Bumper pension scheme transfer values have encouraged thousands of savers to trade 

in their valuable final salary pensions in recent years. But the city regulator has said it is 

‘deeply concerning and disappointing’ that most savers who seek advice about 

transferring their final salary pensions are told to ditch them. More than two thirds of 

savers are told by advisers to transfer out of their final salary or defined benefit (DB) 

pension schemes, according to the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), despite its stance 

that transfers are likely to be unsuitable for most clients.  Megan Butler, executive 

director of supervision, wholesale and specialists at the FCA said: “It is deeply 

concerning and disappointing to see that transfers are still being recommended at the 

levels we have seen. The FCA surveyed 3,015 financial advice firms and found that 

between April 2015 and September 2018, 2,426 firms had provided advice on 

transferring their DB pension. Of the 234,951 scheme members who received advice on 

transferring, 162,047 were told to transfer out. The total value of DB pensions where 

transfer advice has been provided was £82.8bn, with an average value of £352,303. The 

FCA has already started visiting firms to assess their approach to DB advice. It will also 

be writing to all firms where the potential for harm has been identified. 

All 

Interest rates remain unchanged and growth forecasts cut 

The Bank of England has decided to keep interest rates unchanged warning that the 

likelihood of no-deal Brexit was rising and global trade tensions were intensifying. The 

rate-setting committee, which raised rates to 0.75% in August last year, unanimously 

voted to hold interest rates. But it slashed UK growth forecast for the second quarter of 

the year from 0.2% to zero. Sterling fell slightly from its earlier highs, slipping below 

$1.27 following the decision. The committee said economic data had fallen in line with 

expectations since its May meeting but that the risk of no-deal Brexit and global trade 

tensions had both risen. It maintained its view that with a smooth Brexit an ongoing 

gradual tightening of monetary policy would be appropriate. The committee maintained 

that trade concerns have contributed to volatility in global equity prices and corporate 

bond spreads, as well as falls in industrial metals prices – forward interest rates in major 

economies have fallen materially further. Increased Brexit uncertainties have put 

additional downward pressure on UK forward interest rates and led to a decline in the 

sterling exchange rate. Also of note, the UK’s headline inflation rate fell to 2% in May, 

official figures on Wednesday, falling in line with the Bank’s target. 

 



 

 

 

All 

Card identity fraud on the rise 

Identity fraud has risen in 2018 with over-60s and those aged 21 and under becoming 

prime targets. That's according to the latest annual report from UK fraud prevention 

service Cifas, which revealed a dramatic 34% spike in identity fraud victims among the 

over-60s to over 33,000. 

This represents a significant jump compared to an overall 6% rise in cases recorded by 

Cifas. 

As older people are perceived to be more likely to be approved for credit, they have 

found themselves increasingly targeted. Pensioners are not the only targets as the 

number of identity fraud victims aged 21 and under have soared by 26% over the same 

period. Commentators believe the continuing increase in the number of young victims of 

identity fraud is a clear signal that the need for education on the risks of fraud is 

pressing. According to the report, identity fraud cases hit a record high of 189,000 in 

2018, with plastic cards in particular being targeted by fraudsters. 

"Identity fraud to obtain a plastic card account, more than nine in 10 of which were 

personal credit cards, increased by 41% in 2018 to more than 82,000 reported cases,” 

comments Cifas. Misuse of facility fraud also rose significantly last year, increasing 10% 

and accounting for a quarter of all reported fraud cases. Cifas says this type of fraud 

happens when an account, policy or product is misused. 

Saver / Investor / Retired 

Parliamentary petition calls for pension tax changes 

A petition calling on the Government to fix a tax flaw depriving low earners of cash given 

to better off workers has been launched by NOW: Pensions. Critics have long demanded 

action over the issue - dubbed a 'scandal' and a 'lottery' - but a Treasury minister said 

earlier this year that solving it was not 'cost-effective'. The Government is saving nearly 

£114million that could be going into the retirement pots of some 1.75million low paid 

people in the current tax year, it is estimated. Pension tax relief should be reformed to 

ensure these savers don't miss out on government top-ups to their own contributions, 

says NOW: Pensions, which voluntarily reimburses its low-paid members their lost cash. 

The tax flaw means some poorly paid staff lose government payments into their pension 

pots, depending on the type of scheme operated by their employer - known in official 

jargon as 'net pay' or 'relief at source' systems. Adrian Boulding, policy director at NOW: 

Pensions, said all savers should receive tax relief regardless of the type of scheme they 

are in and without urgent action there's a real danger that confidence in pension saving, 

and auto enrolment, will be seriously undermined. The Government declined to comment 

on the launch of the petition. 

It has previously said on the issue: 'We want people to be able to keep more of their 

hard-earned cash, and that's why we've increased the personal allowance, benefiting 

millions of people.' 



 

 

 

Saver / investor / Retired 

Funds vs Trusts 

Both funds and trusts are collective, or pooled investments; that is, they pool the money 

of large numbers of individual investors to create a much larger amount of money which 

can then be invested. Also, they both use a fund manager to decide which companies to 

buy with the investors’ money. Funds are also known as open ended investment 

companies, or OEICs, and unit trusts in the UK. By definition they are open ended 

companies. That means when new investors come along with money to invest, new units 

in the fund are created and the fund grows. Similarly when investors want their money 

back, the fund shrinks as the units are cancelled. Investment trusts are different in that 

in principle there are a fixed number of shares in issue, so in order for an investor to buy 

shares another investor must be prepared to sell. This is the main difference. So what’s 

the impact of the closed- and open-ended structure for investors? Firstly, in extreme 

market conditions, investors often want to move into cash. Managers of funds sell assets 

to achieve this and if they need to sell at a loss, returns for investors are affected. 

Investment trusts, on the other hand, match sellers to buyers so the manager can avoid 

being forced to sell investments in a falling market. A trust can also borrow money or 

‘gear’ to enhance returns in a rising market. Investment funds cannot don’t normally do 

this. Gearing allows the manager to take advantage of opportunities he would otherwise 

be able to access, but he must ensure that the return he gets from that opportunity 

outweighs the cost of borrowing the money in the first place. Finally, investment trusts 

can retain up to 15% of the income they get as dividends from the companies in which 

they are invested whereas funds have to pay out all the income they receive. This means 

investment trusts can smooth out the paying of income by keeping back money to pay 

out in years when they don’t get so much money in. 

 

  



 

 

 

Saver / Investor / Retired / Property Owner 

Is buy-to-let back? 

Rents have risen by the highest amount in two years as landlords hike prices amid a 

Government clampdown on buy-to-let properties. Bills have gone up 1.3% on average in 

the year to May - the biggest annual rise since September 2017. The new figures have 

been analysed by the Office of National Statistics (ONS) which monitors national rents. It 

means that someone who was paying £500 a month rent in May 2018 is now forking out 

£506.50 a month or an extra £78 a year. But in places like London where rents rose by 

0.9% in the past year, tenants paying the average £2,034 a month, according to 

property portal Rightmove, have seen bills rise by £219.68 a year. At the same time 

there are signs that buy-to-let landlords may be returning to the market, encouraged by 

cheap property prices and rising yields. Buy-to-let investors have been steadily 

retreating from the market since the government introduced a 3% stamp duty surcharge 

on second properties in 2016 and reduced landlords’ ability to offset mortgage interest 

against profits. Commentators believe slowing house-price growth and falling prices in 

some areas are helping to boost landlord yields. This makes the sector a little more 

appealing, despite the policy hurdles. 

Investor / Property Owner 

Stamp duty dodge thrown out of court 

A tribunal has thrown out an appeal by a property tax expert who claimed he did not 

need to pay stamp duty on a house purchase, as he paid the vendors through an 

annuity. The purchaser, David Hannah, runs a tax advice firm called Cornerstone Tax. 

He bought the property in 2011 with a deposit of £38,250, with the rest to be paid 

through an annuity. Under the original terms of the annuity, the sellers would be paid 

£383 a year, meaning it would take the best part of 2,000 years in order to pay off the 

full balance, according to the tribunal documents. However, responsibility for paying the 

annuity was then transferred to a firm in the British Virgin Islands, which paid the full 

amount when it was called in by the vendor’s own lawyers. Hannah claimed the structure 

of the deal meant it fell within the zero per cent stamp duty threshold, but the taxman 

disagreed, leading to demands for the £30,600 in unpaid stamp duty, plus interest, as 

well as individual penalties against Hannah and his wife. The courts have found against 

his appeal, however. The tribunal judge stated that he “knowingly provided” HMRC with 

a document that contained an error “with the intention that HMRC should rely upon it as 

an accurate document”. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

All 

Conservative leadership campaign signals tax changes 

Britain’s next government – be it a minority one, or not – could attempt to implement 

tax policies far more radical than those of its recent predecessors.   On income tax, 

£80,000 has become the magic number. Thought on one side of the debate to signify 

the level at which earners ought to be prepared to pay more tax; and on the other as a 

level that unfairly nets too many hardworking people including public servants in the 

NHS and head teachers, this now forms the epicentre of a fractious fiscal debate. Boris 

Johnson’s latest plan to increase the threshold for 40% higher rate tax from £50,000 to 

£80,000 might cost the Treasury around £9.6 billion per annum. Shadow Chancellor 

John McDonnell has previously pledged to raise higher rate tax from 40% to 45% and 

apply it to people earning more than £80,000 compared with £150,000 currently. The 

tax rate for incomes above £123,000 would increase to 50%. These changes would 

constitute a fiscal drag on professional incomes, making it difficult to say quite how 

much additional revenue they would raise in net terms. Inheritance tax will form another 

battle ground. It has long been thought that Labour would seek to reform inheritance tax 

rules for the simple reason that it would be an easy way to raise large sums from 

wealthier households. Reports this week that Labour is pondering a plan to introduce a 

£125,000 “lifetime gift allowance” for each child with any amount above this treated as 

taxable income – in place of the tax free amounts permitted under current inheritance 

tax rules – would have significant implications for a large number of people and not just 

the wealthiest. The Treasury could collect an additional £9 billion per annum were these 

measures introduced – roughly the amount Boris Johnson’s plans for higher earners 

might cost it.  Such a proposal is certainly a far cry from the former chancellor George 

Osborne’s aspiration of making inheritances up to £1 million tax free and even from 

current rules under the Conservatives that shield up to £325,000 from inheritance tax. 

 

  



 

 

 

All 

Millennials and second homes 

Over one in ten people across Britain own second homes, buy-to-let and overseas 

properties worth £941 billion, according to new research published by the Resolution 

Foundation. Game of Homes – a report funded by the Nuffield Foundation – looks at the 

growth of additional property wealth over the last two decades, who owns it, and what it 

means for wealth gaps across Britain. The report shows that rising additional property 

wealth since 2001 has been the flipside of falling home ownership. The latest data (for 

2014-16) shows that 5.5 million people reported additional property wealth, up 53 per 

cent since 2001. The value of additional property wealth has increased from around 

£610 billion in 2001 to £941 billion over the same period (both in 2018-19 prices). Game 

of Homes finds that, like most other forms of wealth, additional property wealth is 

accumulated over time, and is therefore most common among older generations. Around 

one in six people born in the 1950s report additional property wealth, the highest of any 

cohort. The report notes that younger generations are failing to match the home 

ownership rates of previous generations, with 37% of people born in the 1980s having 

property wealth at age 29, compared to 50% of people born in the 1960s. However, it 

finds that younger generations are matching the additional property ownership rates of 

previous generations, with seven per cent of those born in the 1960s and 1980s having 

additional property wealth by the age of 29. This suggests that millennial property 

wealth is being increasingly concentrated among rich households, says the Foundation. 

Looking at the kinds of additional property wealth that people own, the report shows 

that buy-to-let property is now by far the most common form, having grown by 58% 

since 2006-08. 1.9 million people have buy-to-let property wealth, compared to 970,000 

people owning overseas property (which has not grown since 2008). The Resolution 

Foundation says that big income transfers in the buy-to-let market are currently taking 

place between generations. Younger private renters tend to transfer money to older 

landlords, with baby boomers receiving more than half of all rental income in the UK. 
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